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Disclaimer
You are not to construe the content of this presentation as investment, legal or tax advice and you should make your own evaluation of the Company and the market. If
you are in any doubt about the contents of this presentation or the action you should take, you should consult a person authorised under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (or if you are a person outside the UK, otherwise duly qualified in your jurisdiction).
This presentation has been prepared in connection with the ‘Teach-in’ event held on 5 July 2022. The financial information referenced in this presentation is not audited
and does not contain sufficient detail to allow a full understanding of the financial performance of the Group. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as either
an offer or invitation to sell or any offering of securities or any invitation or inducement to any person to underwrite, subscribe for or otherwise acquire securities in any
company within the Group or an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as
amended) (or, otherwise under any other law, regulation or exchange rules in any other applicable jurisdiction).
Certain information contained in this presentation may constitute "forward-looking statements" (including within the meaning of the safe harbour provisions of the
United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995), which can be identified by the use of terms such as "may", "will", "would", "could", "should", "expect",
"anticipate", "project", "estimate", "intend", "continue", "target", "plan", "goal", "aim", forecast, or "believe" (or the negatives thereof) or other variations thereon or
comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements are based on currently available information and our current assumptions, expectations and projections
about future events. These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts and include statements which look forward in time or statements
regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations and those of our Officers, Directors and employees concerning, amongst other things, the
Company's results of operations, financial condition, changes in global or regional trade conditions (including a downturn in the retail or financial services industries),
competitive influences, changes in tax rates, exchange rates or interest rates, changes to customer preferences, the state of the housing and home improvement
markets, share repurchases and dividends, capital expenditure and capital allocation, liquidity, prospects, growth and strategies, litigation or other proceedings to which
we are subject, acts of war or terrorism worldwide, work stoppages, slowdowns or strikes, public health crises, outbreaks of contagious disease (including but not
limited to the COVID pandemic), environmental disruption or political volatility. By their nature, forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance
and are subject to future events, risks and uncertainties – many of which are beyond our control, dependent on actions of third parties, or currently unknown to us – as
well as potentially inaccurate assumptions that could cause actual events or results or actual performance of the Group to differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. For further information regarding risks to Kingfisher's business, please consult the risk management section of the
Company's Annual Report (as published). No representation, warranty or other assurance is made as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be
placed on, such forward-looking statements.
The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to
update or revise any forward-looking statement to reflect any new information, change in circumstances, or change in the Company's expectations to reflect events or
circumstances after the date of this presentation or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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Making sustainable homes more accessible & affordable
through Sustainable Home Products

Customers
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Sustainable Home Products (SHPs) have a
lower environmental impact because of
what they are, or what they can do

Sustainable Home
Products
demonstrate at least
one of our nine SHP
attributes

Products made
for Sustainability

Products for
Sustainable Living

Where the product is sustainable
because of what it is made from
or how it is made (features)

Where the product helps our
customers to live more
sustainably (benefits)

Alternative materials

Recycled materials
Responsiblysourced materials
Lower carbon
manufacture

Customers

Building biodiversity
Protecting health
Saving energy
Saving resources
Saving water
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In FY 21/22, 92,244 SHPs generated 44% of our sales
Alternative
materials

Responsibly
sourced materials

Lower carbon
manufacture

0.4%*

0.5%*

15.6%*

<0.1%*

Peat-free compost

60% recycled postconsumer waste plastic

Made with responsibly
sourced wood

Lower embodied
carbon: MC3

Building
biodiversity

Customers

Recycled
materials

Protecting
health

Saving
energy

Saving
resources

Saving
water

1.7%*

8.2%*

7.7%*

7.4%*

2.5%*

Supporting bees
and butterflies

Bio-based paint

Brushless motor

Lifetime warranty

Less than 8 litres of
water per minute

*of Group sales FY 21/22
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How we assess Sustainable Home Products
The same assessment and validation process apply
to branded and own branded products
SHP guidelines are verified, updated & validated annually
Eligible products are assessed and validated by Kingfisher
teams against SHP guidelines

SHP guidelines contain 254 eligibility criteria all based on
Kingfisher policies, SBTi targets and UN Sustainable
Development goals
SHP guidelines are available online and accessible to
customers, vendors and colleagues

SHP products are verified externally by an independent
NGO, with an external audit conducted annually

Customers
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SHPs integrate with our Scope 3 programme
Scope 3 emissions from our products are 87% of Kingfisher’s annual emissions.
Our target is to reduce Scope 3 emissions by 40% per £m turnover by 2025(1)

Customers

Products Made for Sustainability

Products for Sustainable Living

Upstream Carbon Emissions

Downstream Carbon Emissions

The carbon emitted when extracting materials,
processing, manufacturing and moving products

The carbon emitted when using and eventually
disposing of products

(1) From a FY 17/18 base year
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Saving energy is one of the main sustainability benefits
expected by customers
What does sustainability
mean to you?

Saving energy
Market Insight

Around 21% of the UK’s
carbon emissions comes
from the energy used in
our homes

50 million people in the
EU live in “energy-poor
households”

Customer Insight

47% of our customers state that
saving energy is an important driver
of sustainability for them
60%

Energy efficiency:
current SHP
products
11,428 SKUs

Average % of
home improvers,
top 4 answers:

50%

40%

30%

20%

52%

47%

42%

40%

Reducing
Waste

Using less
chemicals

Energy
efficiency:
new
developments

10%

0%

Saving Water Saving Energy

Customers

(1) Kingfisher sustainability survey 2022, carried out across the UK, France, Poland, Romania and Spain
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Three-year plan: SHP priorities & targets
From 44% to 60% of Group Sales from Sustainable Home Products by 2025.
By developing SHP potential identified across our product offer

Outdoor

Customers

Surfaces
& Decor

Tools
& Hardware

Bathroom
& Storage

Building
& Joinery

Kitchens

SHP

Electrical, Plumbing,
Heating & Cooling

SHP in plan

To be assessed
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Highest ambitions on own branded products and vendors
From 55% to 70% of OEB sales from sustainable products by 2025.
There are three main enablers to deliver this higher ambition

1

Drive all own
brand products to
be sustainable

Sustainability built in
as standard

2

SHP is embedded in the
design and development of
our own branded products
•
•
•
•

Customers

Product design
and development

Features and specifications
Design
Raw materials used
Costing

3

Manufacturing
process

SHP is embedded in the
manufacturing process of our
own branded products
• Factory selection
• Low carbon manufacturing
• Raw materials
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SHP is embedded in the design, development
and production of our own branded offer
Lifecycle analysis helps identify the
emission hotspots
(% is the proportion of carbon at each life cycle stage)

Manufacture

Transportation

In use

Waste disposal

Materials

Shared batteries: fewer
batteries & chargers needed

Manufacturing processes:
lower carbon manufacturing
programmes

Raw materials & components:
assessing availability & impact
of extraction, using more
recycled materials

Energy: brushless motors:
run efficiently, running cooler
which also helps with tool’s
longevity

Refurbished tools:
stops returned tools being
wasted and reduces demand for
new raw materials

Longevity: repair services,
spare parts, longer lasting
consumables

Customers
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In summary

Targeting 60% of Group sales from
SHPs by FY 25/26

Addressing clear customer expectations

Contributing to our scope 3
emission reductions
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